
Physics Laboratory Write-up Checklist 
This is a sample of the type of checklist I use when grading paradigm labs.  Use this 
checklist as a guide when writing up lab reports. 

 
Format 

 

1. Group number and names (top right corner), affixed in lab book, written on 
one side only, lab in correct order 

2. Each section clearly labeled, neat and organized 

3. Punctuation and spelling correct, complete sentences. correct grammar 

4. In ink or word processed 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

Title 1. Pertains to the lab _____ 

Purpose 1. Relationship/s to be studied is/are clearly stated (y vs x) _____ 

Apparatus 
& Procedure 

1. List of equipment, diagram drawn with all components labeled 

2. Clear and brief sequence of steps 

_____ 

_____ 

 
Data 

1. Measurements organized into a neat table 

2. Values are clearly labeled 

3. Units on all values 

4. Multiple trials with repetitions 

5. Range of data appropriate, equalized intervals 

6. No calculated values in raw data 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

 
Evaluation of 

Data 

1. Tables of calculated values  

2.    Sample calculations (if required) 

3.  Graphs 
a. title 
b. variables on appropriate axes, units included 
c. line appropriate (no connecting lines) 

4.  Interpretation of graphs (put these under the straightened graphs) 
a. mathematical model y = m() x + b()  using one letter variables from lab 

and provide units for slope and y intercept. 

 5 % or Standard deviation rule provided)   

_____ 

_____ 

 

_____ 

 

_____ 

 
Conclusion 

The conclusion is written in complete sentences and paragraph form. 

Symbols/abbreviations are permitted for general equation only. 

Claim:  Written explanation of relationship/s of y vs x variables 

a. General equation is provided (no numbers in the equation) 

b. the variables in the equation are defined 

Evidence and Reasoning 

a. Statement of what the slope represents (Define it, explain the meaning, 

provide your data to support claim and how that data is related to the 

accepted value if given.) 

b. Statement of what the y intercept represents (Define it, explain the 

meaning, provide you data to support your claim and how the data is 

related to the accepted value if given.) 

5.   Define new terms. 

6.  Reasonable explanation for error (2 sources related to data collection 

process and possible ways to correct it. “Human” error is not an acceptable 

explanation.  

_____ 

_____ 

_____ 

 

 

_____ 

 

 

 

_____ 

 

_____ 
 
  _____ 

 



 
 

Purpose This is a statement of the variable/s to be investigated.  It provides the overall direction for 
laboratory investigation and must be addressed in the conclusion. 

Apparatus List all laboratory apparatus used in the investigation, along with a labeled diagram to indicate the 
configuration of the apparatus. 

Procedure In this section you should tell me the important components of how you performed the experiment.  
All experimental variables should be identified and you should describe how the independent 
variables are controlled.  Anyone should be able to take your procedure and then perform the 
experiment as you did. 

Data Data consists only of those values measured directly from the experimental apparatus.   

No values obtained by way of mathematical manipulations or interpretations of any kind may be 
included in this section of the report.  Data should consist of as many trials as judgement would 
indicate necessary (never less than eight, unless cleared through me).  Spread out the range of 
your independent variable as far as your equipment allows.  Equalize the intervals between your 
trials as much as possible. 

1. Arrange the data in a neat table. 

2. Make sure you completely label the data.  

3. The units for physical measurements (kg, m, s, etc.) in a data table should be specified in 
column heading only. 

Evaluation 

of Data 

This section should include all graphs, analysis of graphs, and post laboratory calculations to 
linearize it.   

If your data required you to straighten the graph you need to include those calculated values in this 
section. 

In some experiments you may be asked to do a calculation on the data by hand.  A single example 
of this will be required of you and should be placed under this section as well (before the table of 
values that you calculated) 

Underneath each linear graph write the mathematical model (equation) for the graph. 

Conclusion 

CER 

This is the section that will separate the A’s from the B’s.  Even if the group has helped put the lab 
together, each member of the lab team is to write his or her own conclusion. 

CLAIM 

1. State the relationship between the variables identified in the purpose in a clear, concise 
sentence.  Please state how y is related to x using the variables studied in lab.  

2. When a mathematical expression was derived from graphical analysis, write a general 
equation for it.  A general equation has no numbers and will apply to everyone’s lab.  The 
slope and intercept are replaced with variables.  If it has been justified that the y-intercept 
should be zero, don’t include an intercept.  Identify the variables that each symbol in the 
equation represents. 

EVIDENCE and REASONING 

3. State what the slope represents. Define the slope as the change in y over the change in x. 
(substitute in your variables)  What does this mean?  Use your data to explain the meaning of 
the slope and comment on its accuracy if the accepted value is known.  (Sometimes the 
inverse of the slope will have meaning if the slope doesn’t seem to.  Use the units to try and 
deduce the meaning of the slope.)  Remember, the slope represents something that did not 
change during the experiment!!   

4. Discuss the what the y-intercept represents.  Define the y intercept at the y when x is equal to 
zero. (substitute in your variables)  Explain the meaning of the y-intercept, share your data, 
and comment on the accuracy if the accepted value is known. (should it be zero?, why? if it 
isn’t zero, why not?). 

5. Describe any new terms that arise as a result of your evaluation of data. 

6. When your results differ from what is expected, provide a plausible explanation.  For example, 
describe any problems you may have had with a piece of equipment or sources of error 
inherent in the equipment.  If your lab results do not agree with those obtained by others, do 
not simply say that you must have made a mistake.  Bad results due to sloppy technique on 
the part of experimenters are not acceptable. 



 


